UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WEAPONS TRAINING BATTALION
MARINE CORPS COMBAT DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
QUANTICO, VIRGINIA 22134-5040

DETAILED INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

LESSON TITLE
PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE OF FIRE

COURSE TITLE
DIVISION MATCH COURSE
INTRODUCTION (3 MIN)

1. **GAIN ATTENTION.** Competitors should be familiar with the course of fire that will be fired so that they may focus on their shooting performance. In addition, procedures for running the pits, marking targets, and keeping score at the Division Match must be understood and followed by all competitors and range personnel. These procedures, like the rules that govern these matches, are designed so that all shooters perform under the same conditions and are scored by the same system.

2. **OVERVIEW.** This lesson will cover the stages of the Pistol Division Match Course as well pit operations, scoring, and the determination of alibis.

3. **INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVES.** The Division Match instruction is structured to prepare the shooter to fire the Division Match Course and is not a component of a formal school program. Therefore, there are no learning objectives.

4. **METHOD.** This lesson will be taught in a classroom setting using lecture.

5. **EVALUATION.** The Division Match instruction is structured to prepare the shooter to fire the Division Match Course and is not a component of a formal school program. Therefore, students are not evaluated on this material.

BODY (25 MIN)

1. **(10 MIN) PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE STAGES OF FIRE**

   a. **Training Day Stages of Fire.** Pistol training will take place on the first day of live fire prior to firing the Pistol Division Match course of fire.
# PISTOL DIVISION MATCH - TRAINING DAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage One</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Headshot</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 sec</td>
<td>Double Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>One Handed Double Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage Two</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Kneeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 yards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>Double Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage Three</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min 30 sec</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 min 30 sec</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Kneeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
<td>Double Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
<td>Controlled Pair Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing to Kneeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) Stage One. Stage One is fired at the 7-yard line on the "E"-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

   a) Fill two magazines with 15 rounds. Secure one magazine in your magazine pouch and the other under your cartridge belt.

   b) Move to the 7-yard line. A prep time of three minutes will be given for a position and equipment check.

   c) With the magazine of 15 rounds, load, make ready, and assume the Alert.

   d) Drill One. Drill One is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 slow fire shots, single action, standing, within a time limit of two minutes. Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

   e) Drill Two. Drill Two is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 slow fire headshots, single action, standing, within a time limit of two minutes. Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

   f) Drill Three. Drill Three is a Double Action Drill. When the targets face, fire 1 double action shot, standing, within 6 seconds. Return the weapon to the holster after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted five times.

   g) Following the drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds. Search and assess and holster. Pick up the empty magazine and secure it in the magazine pouch.

   h) Drill Four. Drill Four is a One Handed Double Action Drill. When the targets face, fire 1 double action shot, one-handed, standing, within 8 seconds. Search and assess with two hands, and assume the Alert. Return the weapon to the holster after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted five times.

   i) Fill the empty magazine with 15 rounds and secure it in the magazine pouch. Move down range to analyze and repair targets. When targets are repaired, move back to the 15-yard line.
(ON SLIDE #2)

2) Stage Two. Stage Two is fired at the 15-yard line on the “E”-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

a) Move to the 15-yard line.

b) Drill One. Drill One is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 slow fire shots, single action, standing, within a time limit of two minutes. Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

c) Drill Two. Drill Two is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 slow fire shots, single action, kneeling, within a time limit of two minutes. Assume the Alert in the kneeling after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

d) Following the drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds. Search and assess to standing, and holster. Pick up the empty magazine and secure it in the magazine pouch.

e) Drill Three. Drill Three is a Double Action Drill. When the targets face, fire 1 double action shot, standing, within 8 seconds. Return the weapon to the holster after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted five times.

f) Fill the empty magazine with 15 rounds and secure it in the magazine pouch. Move down range to analyze and repair targets. When targets are repaired, move back to the 25-yard line.

(ON SLIDE #3)

3) Stage Three. Stage Three is fired at the 25-yard line on the “E”-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

a) Move to the 25-yard line.

b) Drill One. Drill One is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 shots, single action, standing, within a time limit of two and a half minutes. Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.
c) **Drill Two.** Drill Two is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol while assuming the kneeling, and fire 5 shots, single action, kneeling, within a time limit of two and a half minutes. Assume the Alert in the kneeling after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

d) Following the drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds. Search and assess to standing, and holster. Pick up the empty magazine and secure it in the magazine pouch.

e) **Drill Three.** Drill Three is a Double Action Drill. When the targets face, fire 1 double action shot, standing, within 15 seconds. Return the weapon to the holster after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted five times.

f) **Drill Four.** Drill Four is a Controlled Pair Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, standing to kneeling, within 15 seconds. Search and assess to standing, and assume the Alert after each controlled pair, and holster. This drill will be conducted five times.

g) Unload, Show Clear.

h) Move down range to analyze and repair targets.

b. **Pistol Division Match Stages of Fire.** The Pistol Division Match Course of Fire will be fired several times for practice before the actual match.
# PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage One</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>5 (1) time</td>
<td>2 min 30 sec</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>5 (1) time</td>
<td>2 min 30 sec</td>
<td>Slow Fire Single Action Thumbcock</td>
<td>Kneeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>2 (4) times</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
<td>Controlled Pair Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing to Kneeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Two</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 yards</td>
<td>2 (2) times</td>
<td>12 sec</td>
<td>Controlled Pair Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 yards</td>
<td>2 (1) time</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
<td>Magazine Change Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Three</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>2 (2) times</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>Failure Drill Double/Single Action Single Action Headshot</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>2 (1) time</td>
<td>12 sec</td>
<td>Magazine Change Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 yards</td>
<td>2 (2) times</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>One Handed Double/Single Action</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) Stage One. Stage One is fired at the 25-yard line on the “E”-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

a) Fill one magazine with 5 rounds and secure it in your magazine pouch. Fill the other magazine with 6 rounds and secure it under your cartridge belt.

b) Move to the 25-yard line. A prep time of three minutes will be given for a position and equipment check.

c) With the magazine of 6 rounds, load, make ready, and assume the Alert.

d) Drill One. Drill One is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 shots, single action, standing, within two and a half minutes. Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

e) Following the drill, conduct a tactical reload with a magazine of 5 rounds. Fill the empty magazine with 13 rounds and secure it in the magazine pouch.

f) Drill Two. Drill Two is a Slow Fire Drill. When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol while assuming the kneeling, and fire 5 shots, single action, kneeling, within two and a half minutes. Assume the Alert in the kneeling after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.

g) Following the drill, conduct a tactical reload with the magazine of 13 rounds. Search and assess to standing, and holster. Fill the empty magazine with 10 rounds and secure it in the magazine pouch.

h) Move down range to analyze and repair targets. When targets are repaired, move back to the 25-yard line.

i) Drill Three. Drill Three is a Controlled Pair Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, standing to kneeling, within 15 seconds. Search and assess to standing, and assume the Alert after each controlled pair, and holster. This drill will be conducted four times.
j) Perform a tactical reload with the magazine of 5 rounds.

k) Move down range to analyze and repair targets. When targets are repaired, move back to the 15-yard line.

2) **Stage Two.** Stage Two is fired at the 15-yard line on the “E”-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

   a) **Drill One.** Drill One is a Controlled Pair Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, standing, within 12 seconds. Search and assess, and assume the Alert after each controlled pair. This drill will be conducted two times.

   b) **Drill Two.** Drill Two is a Magazine Change Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, standing. Conduct a speed reload while assuming a kneeling position, and fire 2 shots, single action, within 15 seconds. Search and assess to standing, and assume the Alert. On command, holster. This drill will be conducted one time.

   c) Fill the empty magazine with 6 rounds and secure it in the magazine pouch.

   d) Move down range to analyze and repair targets. When targets are repaired, move back to the 7-yard line.

(ON SLIDE #5)

3) **Stage Three.** Stage Three is fired at the 7-yard line on the “E”-MOD target. Saved rounds will be collected by range personnel after each drill.

   a) **Drill One.** Drill One is a Failure Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots to the chest, double and single action, followed by 1 shot to the head, single action, standing, within 8 seconds. Search and assess, and assume the Alert. On command, holster. This drill will be conducted two times.

   b) **Drill Two.** Drill Two is a Magazine Change Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, conduct a speed reload, and fire 2 shots, single action, within 12 seconds. Search and assess, and assume the Alert. On command, holster. This drill will be conducted one time.

   c) Move down range to analyze and repair targets.
When targets are repaired, move back to the 7-yard line.

d) Drill Three. Drill Three is a One-handed Firing Drill. When the targets face, fire 2 shots, double and single action, one-handed, standing, within 8 seconds. Search and assess with two hands, and assume the Alert. This drill will be conducted two times.

e) Unload, Show Clear. Pick up the empty magazine and secure it in the magazine pouch.

f) Move down range to analyze and repair targets.

c. Load Plan for the Pistol Division Match Course

1) Fill one magazine with 5 rounds and one magazine with 6 rounds.

2) Fill the first empty magazine with 13 rounds.

3) Fill the second empty magazine with 10 rounds.

4) Fill the third empty magazine with 6 rounds.

Confirm by questions.

TRANSITION: Now that we have described the stages of fire, we will discuss alibi procedures. Alibi procedures are established for record firing to ensure each shooter has an equal opportunity to fire. All shooters have the responsibility of understanding the conditions which rate an alibi.

2. (10 MIN) ALIBIS

a. Introduction. If the shooter experiences a stoppage or failure to fire, the shooter is responsible for performing remedial action to get the weapon back into action.

1) An alibi will be awarded during record firing if any condition caused by the weapon, ammunition, or range operation causes the shooter to not have an equal opportunity to complete a string of fire.

2) An alibi will not be awarded for any condition caused by the shooter.

b. Circumstances Which Do Not Constitute an Alibi. The following are events, conditions, and failures to fire which
do not constitute an alibi:

1) **General**
   a) The weapon has not been maintained, cleaned, or lubricated in accordance with TM 1005A-10/1.
   b) The pistol or magazine is improperly assembled.
   c) Failure to replace magazines that were determined to be defective during the user serviceability inspection or during practice.
   d) Use of unauthorized ammunition.
   e) Lost ammunition.

2) **Prior to Firing**
   a) The shooter fills his magazines improperly or fills magazines with the incorrect number or rounds.
   b) The shooter loads his weapon with the wrong magazine.
   c) The shooter fails to conduct the load properly, e.g., failure to properly seat the magazine.
   d) The shooter fails to make ready and conduct a chamber check properly. The shooter is responsible for chambering the first round of each magazine.
   e) The shooter fails to take the weapon off safe prior to firing.

3) **During Firing**
   a) The shooter engages the safety while firing.
   b) The shooter engages the magazine release button while firing.
   c) The shooter engages the slide stop while firing.
   d) The shooter fails to reset the trigger.
   e) The shooter fails to perform a reload when the weapon has run dry or performs a reload incorrectly.
   f) The shooter fails to perform remedial action properly when a stoppage occurs.
   g) The shooter fails to fire the prescribed number of rounds for the drill.
c. Circumstances Which Constitute an Alibi. The following are examples of events and conditions which constitute an alibi:

1) Faulty ammunition.

2) A malfunction occurs with the pistol (e.g., trigger spring or locking block breaks).

d. Saved Rounds

1) After each drill is fired, saved rounds must be given to range personnel. Otherwise, the round count for the course of fire will be incorrect and it will preclude an alibi award later in the course due to excessive rounds fired in a particular drill. A saved round is scored as a miss.

2) If range personnel set the shooter up incorrectly for the next stage of fire with the wrong number of rounds, the shooter rates an alibi.

e. Range Alibis. There are several events for which the shooter will rate a range alibi. The determination to grant a shooter a range alibi will be made by the Block NCO or the range/safety officer.

1) Fallen Target. If a target falls out of the frame after a stage of fire has begun, the shooter rates an alibi, regardless of whether or not the shooter fires on the target.

2) Crooked Target

   a) If the shooter, when covering down on his target prior to the first drill at the beginning of a stage of fire, notices his target is crooked, he should inform range personnel. If a shooter fires a shot on a crooked target, he has accepted range conditions and does not rate an alibi. If he informs range personnel and does not shoot, he rates an alibi.

   b) However, if a target becomes crooked after a stage of fire or drill has begun, the shooter rates an alibi, regardless of whether or not the shooter fires on the target.

3) Excessive Rounds During a String of Fire. If there are more shot holes in the target than were fired in the string of fire, inform the Block NCO or the verifier. The shooter will accept the higher values of the required number of shots for the string of fire. For example, if there are seven hits in the target but the
string of fire was six rounds, the shooter will accept the six highest values. However, if the shooter fired in excess of the prescribed number of rounds for the drill (and it was not due to a cross-fire), rounds not fired in subsequent drills will be scored as misses.

4) **Insufficient Rounds During a String of Fire.** If there are fewer than the required number of shot holes on the target, notify the Block NCO or the verifier.

a) If there are insufficient shot holes on the target, the shooter must accept the score for the number of rounds impacting the target and does not rate an alibi.

b) If three or more shot holes are touching on the target, and there are no excessive hits on adjacent targets, the shooter is given the value of the three touching shot holes for the missing shot.

TRANSITION: Alibi procedures have been established to ensure match scores are determined accurately and fairly for all shooters. We will now cover scoring procedures for the Pistol Division Match Course.

3. **(5 MIN) SCORING PROCEDURES**

a. **Personnel**

1) **Scorekeeper.** The score for each target is kept by the Marine shooting on the right or left of the shooter. As soon as a scorecard is completed, it is signed by the scorekeeper, verified by the shooter, and turned over to range personnel.

2) **Verifiers.** On record days, verifiers are on the line to verify scoring procedures. Verifying procedures are designated by SOP.
b. Scoring. Point value is the scoring criteria used for the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire.

1) Target. Each shot is scored based on its location on the “E”-MOD silhouette target. The “E” silhouette is modified with the following changes to create the “E”-MOD target:

(ON SLIDE #6)

a) A 10 ½-inch, 25-yard Standard American Pistol Target Center is superimposed in the center of the chest region.

b) A ‘T-box’ scoring area is located in the center of the head region. It is 3 inches tall by 5 inches wide with a 2-inch box below.

c) The target cannot be modified by placing an artificial aiming point on the target (e.g., pasters, ink marks).

2) In Stages One, Two, and Three, a shot in the chest scoring ring is scored the value of its placement in the scoring ring -- 7, 8, 9, 10 points. A shot in the X-ring is scored a value of 10 points. A shot impacting anywhere else on the “E”-MOD target (including the ‘T-box’) is scored a value of 5 points. A shot off the “E”-MOD target is scored as a miss.

3) In Stage Three, Drill One (Failure Drill) a shot in the ‘T-box’ is scored a value of 10 points. A shot in the chest scoring ring is scored the value of its placement in the scoring ring. A shot impacting anywhere else on the “E”-MOD target is scored a value of 5 points. A shot off the “E”-MOD target is scored as a miss.

a) A maximum of 4 shots in the chest scoring ring will be scored the value of their placement in the scoring ring. If there are additional shots in the chest scoring ring, they will be scored a value of 5 points.

b) A maximum of 2 shots in the ‘T-box’ will be scored a value of 10 points each. If there are additional shots in the ‘T-box’, they will be scored a value of 5 points.

4) A shot not fired is scored as a miss.
c. Saved Rounds. If the shooter fires less than the prescribed number of rounds in a drill, saved rounds fired in subsequent drills are scored as misses. For the number of saved rounds fired, the highest value of this number of shots is deducted as misses.

d. Special Circumstances

1) If a shot is touching the edge of a scoring ring, the higher value is awarded.

2) If a shot hits the left-hand side of the target as it is turning away and skids across more than one scoring area, the shot will be awarded the value of the point of entry plus 1 point.

3) If a shot hits the right-hand side of the target as it is turning away and skids across more than one scoring area, the shot will be awarded the value of the point of entry.

4) When a scorekeeper cannot find a shot hole, and there are three or more shot holes touching each other making it possible for a shot or shots to have passed through the enlarged hole without leaving a mark, and no excess hits appear on adjacent targets, the shooter will be given the value of the three touching shot holes for the missing shot.

5) If the shot hits the carriage, creating splash on the target, and there is no discernable shot hole, it is scored as a miss.

Confirm by questions.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS: (1 MIN)

1. Respond to questions from the class.

2. Prompt Marines with questions to the class.

   a. QUESTION: What firing positions are used in the Pistol Division Match Course?

      ANSWER: The standing and kneeling positions.

   b. QUESTION: If a shot is touching a scoring ring, what score is given to the shooter?

      ANSWER: The higher score.
INSTRUCTOR'S NOTE: Ask Marines as many questions as necessary to ensure they fully understand the material presented in this lesson.

SUMMARY: (1 MIN)

Every competitive shooter should know the courses of fire that he will be shooting. He should know how many rounds will be fired, and the targets, yard lines, and time limits involved. The more a shooter is prepared and knowledgeable, the more he can concentrate on placing rounds in the bull's-eye.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PISTOL DIVISION MATCH TRAINING DAY – STAGE ONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PISTOL DIVISION MATCH TRAINING DAY – STAGE TWO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PISTOL DIVISION MATCH TRAINING DAY – STAGE THREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE OF FIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE OF FIRE (CONT.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TARGET DIMENSIONS FOR PISTOL MATCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WEAPONS TRAINING BATTALION
MARINE CORPS COMBAT DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
QUANTICO, VIRGINIA 22134-5040

RANGE COMMANDS

LESSON TITLE
PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE OF FIRE

COURSE TITLE
DIVISION MATCH COURSE
PISTOL DIVISION MATCH – TRAINING DAY

RANGE COMMANDS

“Relay ____ move up to the firing line and cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) Fill two magazines with 15 rounds each. (Pause) Secure one magazine in your magazine pouch and the other under your cartridge belt.”

“You have three minutes of position and equipment check time. (Pause) Your time begins now.”

“Your time has ended. (Pause) With the magazine of 15 rounds, (Pause) load, (Pause) make ready. (Pause) Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.”

1. Stage One: 7-yard Line

Stage One, Drill One:

“Relay ____ move to the 7-yard line and cover down on your assigned targets. This is Stage One, Drill One, 7-yard Slow Fire Standing.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 shots, single action, standing, within 2 minutes. (Pause) Assume the Alert after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Observe targets for groups.”

Stage One, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage One, Drill Two, 7-yard Slow Fire Headshot Drill.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 headshots, single action, standing, within 2 minutes.
Assume the Alert after each round is fired. This drill will be conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Observe targets for groups.”

Stage One, Drill Three:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets.  (Pause)  This is Stage One, Drill Three, 7-yard Double Action Drill.”

“When the targets face, fire 1 shot, double action, standing, within 6 seconds.  (Pause)  Holster after each round is fired.  (Pause)  This drill will be conducted five times.”

(First Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fifth Time):
“At the end of this drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Pick up your empty magazine and secure it in your magazine pouch.”

“Observe targets for groups.”
Stage One, Drill Four:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause)
This is Stage One, Drill Four, One-Handed Firing.”

“When the targets face, fire 1 shot, double action, one-handed standing, within 8 seconds. (Pause) Search and assess with two hands, and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill will be conducted five times.”

(First Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  
(Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) 
alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) 
holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of 
rounds fired.”

(Fifth Time):  
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  
(Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) 
alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) 
holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of 
rounds fired.”

“Fill your empty magazine with 15 rounds and secure it in 
your magazine pouch.”

“Move down range to score and repair targets.  (Pause)  When 
targets are repaired, move to the 15-yard line.”

2.  Stage Two:  15-yard Line

Stage Two, Drill One:

“Relay ___ move to the 15-yard line and cover down on your 
assigned targets.  (Pause)  This is Stage Two, Drill One, 
15-yard Slow Fire Standing.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 
shots, single action, standing, within 2 minutes.  (Pause)  
Assume the Alert after each round is fired.  (Pause)  This 
drill will be conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  
(Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) 
alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is
not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Observe targets for groups.”

Stage Two, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Two, Drill Two, 15-yard Slow Fire Kneeling.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 shots, single action, kneeling, within 2 minutes. (Pause) Assume the Alert after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time. (Pause) At the end of this drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Fill your empty magazine with 10 rounds and secure it in your magazine pouch.”

“Observe targets for groups.”

Stage Two, Drill Three:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Two, Drill Three, 15-yard Double Action Drill.”

“When the targets face, fire 1 shot, double action, standing, within 8 seconds. (Pause) Holster after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted five times.”

(First Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”
“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):
“Is the line ready?  (Pause)  The line is (is not) ready.  (Pause)  Stand by.”

“Cease fire.  (Pause)  Alibis?  (Pause)  There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.  (Pause)  The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired?  (Pause)  There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fifth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Move down range to score and repair targets. (Pause) When targets are repaired, move to the 25-yard line.”

3. Stage Three: 25-yard Line

Stage Three, Drill One:

“Relay ____ move to the 25-yard line and cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill One, 25-yard Slow Fire Standing.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5 shots, single action, standing, within 2 minutes and 30 seconds. (Pause) Assume the Alert after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

Stage Three, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill Two, 25-yard Slow Fire Kneeling.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol while assuming a kneeling position and fire 5 shots, single action, kneeling, within 2 minutes and 30 seconds. (Pause) Assume the Alert in the kneeling after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time. (Pause) At
the completion of this drill, conduct a speed reload with the magazine of 15 rounds. (Pause) Search and assess to standing, and assume the Alert.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

Pick up your empty magazine and secure it in your magazine pouch.”

Stage Three, Drill Three:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill Three, 25-yard Double Action Drill.”

“When the targets face, fire 1 shot, double action, standing, within 15 seconds. (Pause) Holster after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted five times.”

(First Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is
not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fifth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”
Stage Three, Drill Four:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill Four, 25-yard Controlled Pairs.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single action, standing to kneeling, within 15 seconds. (Pause) Search and assess to standing and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill will be conducted five times.”

(First Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.

Training Day
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fifth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Unload, Show Clear. (Pause) Is the line clear (the line is not clear)? (Pause) Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

"This completes the Pistol Division Match Training Day. (Pause) Pick up your gear. (Pause) Move down range to analyze and repair targets.”
PISTOL DIVISION MATCH COURSE

RANGE COMMANDS

1. Stage One: 25-yard Line

   “Relay ___ move up to the firing line and cover down on
   your assigned targets. (Pause) Fill one magazine with 5
   rounds and secure it in your magazine pouch. Fill the other
   magazine with 6 rounds and secure it under your cartridge
   belt.”

   “You have three minutes of position and equipment check
   time. (Pause) Your check time begins now.”

   “Your check time has ended. (Pause) On the line, weapon
   safe, (Pause) holster.”

Stage One, Drill One:

   “This is Stage One, Drill One of the Pistol Division Match
   Course of Fire, 25-yard Slow Fire Standing. (Pause) With
   the magazine of 6 rounds, (Pause) load, (Pause) make ready,
   (Pause) and assume the Alert.”

   “When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol and fire 5
   shots, single action, standing, within 2 minutes and 30
   seconds. (Pause) Assume the Alert after each round is
   fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time.”

   “Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.
   (Pause) Stand by.”

   “Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no)
   alibis.”

   “Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
   There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of
   rounds fired.”

   “With a magazine of 5 rounds, conduct a tactical reload, and
   assume the Alert. (Pause) Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.
   (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered. (Pause) Fill your
   empty magazine with 13 rounds and secure it in your magazine
   pouch.”
Stage One, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage One, Drill Two of the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire, 25-yard Slow Fire Kneeling.”

“When the targets face, thumbcock the pistol while assuming a kneeling position and fire 5 shots, single action, kneeling, within 2 minutes and 30 seconds. (Pause) Assume the Alert in the kneeling after each round is fired. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time. (Pause) At the completion of this drill, search and assess to standing, and assume the Alert.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“With a magazine of 13 rounds, conduct a tactical reload. (Pause) Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered. (Pause) Fill your empty magazine with 10 rounds and secure it in your magazine pouch.”

“Move down range to score and repair targets. (Pause) When targets are repaired, move back to the 25-yard line.”

Stage One, Drill Three:

“Relay ____ move to the 25-yard line and cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage One, Drill Three of the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire, 25-yard Controlled Pairs.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single action, standing to kneeling, within 15 seconds. (Pause) Search and assess to standing and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill will be conducted four times.”

(First Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”
“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Third Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Fourth Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Move down range to score and repair targets. (Pause) When targets are repaired, move to the 15-yard line.”
2. **Stage Two: 15-yard Line**

Stage Two, Drill One:

“Relay ___ move to the 15-yard line and cover down on your assigned targets. *(Pause)* This is Stage Two, Drill One of the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire, 15-yard Controlled Pairs.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single action, standing, within 12 seconds. *(Pause)* Search and assess, and assume the Alert. *(Pause)* This drill will be conducted two times.”

*(First Time):*

“Is the line ready? *(Pause)* The line is (is not) ready. *(Pause)* Stand by.”

“Cease fire. *(Pause)* Alibis? *(Pause)* There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, *(Pause)* holster. *(Pause)* The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? *(Pause)* There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

*(Second Time):*

“Is the line ready? *(Pause)* The line is (is not) ready. *(Pause)* Stand by.”

“Cease fire. *(Pause)* Alibis? *(Pause)* There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, *(Pause)* holster. *(Pause)* The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? *(Pause)* There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”
Stage Two, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause)
This is Stage Two, Drill Two of the Pistol Division Match
Course of Fire, 15-yard Magazine Change Drill.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single
action, standing, (Pause) conduct a speed reload while
assuming the kneeling, (Pause) and fire 2 shots, single
action, within 15 seconds. (Pause) Search and assess to
standing, and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill will be
conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready?
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no)
alisib.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is
not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of
rounds fired.”

“Fill your empty magazine with 6 rounds and secure it in
your magazine pouch.”

“Move down range to score and repair targets. (Pause) When
targets are repaired, move to the 7-yard line.”

3. Stage Three: 7-yard Line

Stage Three, Drill One:

“Relay ____ move to the 7-yard line and cover down on your
assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill One
of the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire, 7-yard Failure
Drill.”

“When the targets face, from the standing fire 2 shots to
the chest, 1 double and 1 single action, followed by 1 shot
to the head, single action, within 8 seconds. (Pause)
Search and assess, and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill
will be conducted two times.”

(First Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready?
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no)
alibis.”
“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready? (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

Stage Three, Drill Two:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause) This is Stage Three, Drill Two of the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire, Magazine Change Drill.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single action, standing, (Pause) conduct a speed reload, (Pause) and fire 2 shots, single action standing, within 12 seconds. (Pause) Search and assess, and assume the Alert. (Pause) This drill will be conducted one time.”

“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready? (Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no) alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause) There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired.”

“Pick up and retain your empty magazine. (Pause) Move down range to score and repair targets. (Pause) When targets are repaired, move back to the 7-yard line.”
Stage Three, Drill Three:

“Relay ____ cover down on your assigned targets. (Pause)
This is Stage Three, Drill Three of the Pistol Division
Match Course of Fire, One-Handed Firing.”

“When the targets face, fire 2 shots, 1 double and 1 single
action, one-handed standing, within 8 seconds. (Pause)
Search and assess with two hands, and assume the Alert.
(Pause) This drill will be conducted two times.”

(First Time):
“Is the line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready.
(Pause) Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no)
alibis.”

“Weapon safe, (Pause) holster. (Pause) The line is (is
not) holstered.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of
rounds fired.”

(Second Time):
“At the completion of this drill, Unload. (Pause) Is the
line ready? (Pause) The line is (is not) ready. (Pause)
Stand by.”

“Cease fire. (Pause) Alibis? (Pause) There is (are no)
alibis.”

“Saved rounds or incorrect number of rounds fired? (Pause)
There is (are no) saved rounds or incorrect number of
rounds fired.”

“Unload, Show Clear. (Pause) Is the line clear (the line
is not clear)? (Pause) Weapon safe, (Pause) holster.
(Pause) The line is (is not) holstered.”

“This completes the Pistol Division Match Course of Fire.
(Pause) Pick up your gear. (Pause) Move down range to
analyze and repair targets.”